Memory, memory impairment, and the medial temporal lobe.
The cognitive and neuroanatomical work described here should be viewed as a first step in analyzing how the brain has organized its memory functions, which can open the door to more detailed neurobiological analysis. With respect to declarative memory, it should soon be possible to study representations directly in neocortex with the technique of single-cell recording, to observe directly the development of neuronal plasticity important for declarative memory, and to determine how the medial temporal lobe interacts with neocortex during learning, consolidation, and retrieval. In this regard, the paradigms developed by Miyashita and his colleagues appear to hold particular promise (Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Higuchi and Miyashita 1996). With respect to nondeclarative memory, it is now possible to identify particular brain systems that are essential for particular kinds of memory. An important next step will be to determine whether these systems are essential for the acquisition, storage, or expression of memory, and to identify exactly where the synaptic changes occur that support each kind of memory.